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The Upi Multi Stander is a vertical children’s 

stander which is available in three sizes, 

suitable for children from 3 to 14 years of age. 

The Upi Multi Stander is unique in that it 

provides the therapist with two standing 

solutions in one - a hip stander and a fully 

supported vertical stander.

The Upi Multi Stander incorporates an 

adjustable tray and activity bowl as standard. 

The knee supports are adjustable in all 

necessary planes to enable therapists to 

fi nd the optimum position with little fuss. 

The base castors are designed to be locked 

either by hand or foot.

Comfort and security

Hip and thoracic ‘wraps’ offer comfort and 

security to the child and provide a positive 

means of controlling and correcting posture 

for the therapist or parent. Once positioned, 

secondary straps are on hand to provide 

absolute security.

Available in royal blue, fuchsia pink, apple 

green and rustic orange. A selection of 

optional accessories are shown overleaf.

Size/ref/code Upi Infant Upi Junior Upi Large

Frame Length (cm) 60 70 98

Frame Width (cm) 50 60 68-78

Axilla (Armpit) Height (cm) 55-72.5 69-89 88-120

Max User Weight (kg) 20 40 55

Product Weight (kg) 22 28 35

Frame Colours
Infant Multi Stander with
tray tilted for play.

Infant Multi Stander with 
 optional head support. 

 Upi Multi Stander
 COMPLETE VERTICAL STANDING SOLUTION
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Foot raising board

Head support unit

Synthetic lambs wool knee liner

Thoracic infi ll panel Tray infi ll pad

Knee hyper-extension strap

For more information about the Upi Multi Stander or to arrange an assessment  

 call our sales team on 01952 463050 or email us at sales@quest88.com

Accessories
Optional accessories for the Upi Multi Stander 

include; a head support unit and a grab bar (for 

use with tray). 

Also available are: A tray infi ll pad for safe play, 

a thoracic infi ll panel to stop wandering fi ngers 

(for use with tray), extra long upholstery, 

synthetic lambs wool knee cap liners and knee 

hyper-extension straps.

 Upi - Large
 The Upi Large is designed to accommodate 

older children, and has a slightly different 

appearance to its smaller relatives. 

In particular, the Upi Large has an extendable 

footprint base for extra stability and to 

facilitate transportation between rooms. 

 Upi Multi Stander Accessories
 COMPLETE VERTICAL STANDING SOLUTION




